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Sunday Wrap

Happy Sunday,
It’s a beautiful autumn day here in Berlin, and apart from a couple of other
early birds, I’m alone here at my favorite café.

I’ll like to share my thoughts on two topics this morning, namely:

■

Christine Lagarde’s maiden policy speech as ECB president on
Friday. I thought it was excellent, containing more insight into her
thinking than what I read in the media afterwards.

■

The outlook for the global economy and markets in 2020 and 2021,
benefitting from the collective input from my entire economics and
strategy teams. I’ll summarize our just published annual piece,
which we titled “Late-cycle blues” – you get the message…

1. Lagarde’s first policy speech as ECB president: A
thoughtful depiction of the landscape – and a few
markers on her thinking about policies.
On Friday, Christine Lagarde delivered her first major policy speech as ECB
president. The occasion was the 29th Frankfurt European Banking
Congress. She was introduced first by Frankfurt mayor, Uwe Becker, who
tried to charm her with a few gracious remarks in French, but only to end
with a warning that trust in the ECB and its policies is ebbing out with
implications for medium term growth.
Lagarde delivered her speech masterfully, of course, but I wonder why she
left Becker’s remarks on trust unanswered. Wouldn’t it have been obvious
for Lagarde to open her talk with a reference to opinion polls which show
that the trust in the euro has actually now reached an all-time high? Maybe
the difference between Germany’s financial center and the general public?
– I’ll get back to that.
But, first, let me discuss the substance of Lagarde’s prepared speech. It
was excellent, drawing up the economic landscape and the policy options,
in the process revealing for the first time where she comes down on some
of the big issues facing the ECB. I recommend it in its entirety (it’s here:
The future of the euro area economy).
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For me, the highlights were:
As expected, she made a strong case for a boost to domestic demand, but framed it as a
need for more public (and private) investment to boost both short term and long term growth
(rather than the usual counter-cyclical “fast money” disbursements). She pointed out that
“over the past ten years, domestic demand growth has been almost 2 percentage points lower
on average than it was in the decade before the crisis, and it has been slower than that of our
main trading partners.” She also noted that “stronger domestic demand puts economies in
better position to withstand swings in the global business cycle and disruptions in world trade
… [and it strengthens] the domestic economy, which is that it facilitates rebalancing. More
dynamic internal growth offers a way to improve the functioning of the euro area and to
accelerate crisis recovery.”
In contrast to her relatively well rehearsed fiscal views, Lagarde went further on structural
policies – and refreshingly so. Instead of picking on the usual national issues of market
rigidities (important as they are), she took a European approach and called for elected
policymakers to “empower” the internal market, including by completing the banking union (by
striking the right balance between risk reduction and risk sharing), capital markets union, the
digital single market and the single market in services.” Bravo!
Still better (for me, at least), Lagarde sent some pretty clear messages on the way she is
leaning on the key monetary policy issues, including the present stance of policy and how she
may think of the forthcoming review. While I’m sure that nothing will change until the new
members of the Executive Board have settled in and the portfolios have been allocated, we’ll
surely also need to wait for the policy review. Yet, I noted three important signals in her
speech on Friday:
First, she reminded us that the “long-term deceleration in growth rates [is] … reflected in the
long-term decline of global interest rates”, adding (note this): “As growth rates are a
fundamental driver of interest rates, even countries that have tried to raise interest rates have
gradually lowered them again.” The message was clear: We can’t raise interest rates until
growth is back – and growth has to be generated primarily by fiscal and structural policies.
Of course, Lagarde could have gone even further, because not only is potential growth
important for rates, there is good empirical evidence that the so-called “consumption risk” is
an even more important determinant for equilibrium interest rates. And with all the policy
uncertainty around now, this may indeed be an additional issue. Certainly, as you probably
know, we are now witnessing an increase in precautionary savings across much of the OECD
area, including in the eurozone. In case of interest, Bank of England MPC member Gertjan
Vlieghe gave an excellent speech on this back in October; it’s here: Monetary Policy:
Adapting to a Changed World
Second, she noted that “The ECB’s accommodative policy stance … remains in place. As laid
out in the ECB’s forward guidance, monetary policy will continue to support the economy and
respond to future risks in line with our price stability mandate. And we will continuously
monitor the side effects of our policies.” The reference to the existing forward guidance can
only be interpreted as “no change” in policies for the time being, and that – I’m pretty sure –
means until the review is done, which I guess will be in late 2020.
Third, Lagarde explained the need for higher inflation very neatly in this way: “Since countries
in a monetary union do not have their own exchange rates, they have to adjust to crises
through prices. This is easier to achieve when growth is strong at the euro area level and
inflation is in line with the ECB’s objective. Adjusting countries can quickly improve their
relative prices and export more to other members of the union. But if internal demand is too
weak and inflation too low, such rebalancing across countries obviously becomes harder.”
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Again, the message seems clear: We won’t settle for a lower inflation target when we do the
review! If you are a frequent reader of these Sunday musings, you’ll know that I have talked a
lot about the issue of relative price changes, and therefore the need for higher inflation, so I
was particularly pleased to see this important argument highlighted by Lagarde.
Also, as I have discussed in recent weeks, there seems to be an implicitly (maybe explicitly?)
agreed ceasefire between the Governing Council members when it comes to communication
of the policy direction. That said, Executive Board member designate, Professor Isabel
Schnabel, has not been shy about her call for her colleagues in the German economics
community, and the German media, to debate ECB policies in a more serious manner than
the simplistic attacks (with few real arguments) we have seen in recent years. As I have
tweeted on a number of occasions, this is refreshing, and highly welcome – and I rather
suspect Lagarde may feel the same way…
Hence, I also listened carefully to Bundesbank president Jens Weidmann’s speech later on
Friday. It was a good speech in which he discussed the limitations (and pitfalls) of forward
guidance. Again, if you are a frequent reader of this note, you’ll know that I too am skeptical
about forward guidance if it moves beyond describing the reaction function. That said, I think
we all agree with this part of Weidmann’s speech: “forward guidance could be a preferred
policy tool near the lower bound of interest rates. Indeed, the reformulation of forward
guidance introduced in September maintained the focus on policy rates.”
But Weidmann went further when he drew conclusions which were clearly aimed at the
review. Specifically, he noted that if the ECB were to commit “to hold interest rates lower for
longer than implied by the monetary policy rule, the central bank [would] pledge to let inflation
overshoot its target in the future. In this way, it could provide an additional stimulus to the
economy via inflation expectations”. He conceded – yet an option he immediately shot down
because of the inherent problem with time inconsistency (I agree) and because “intentionally
[aiming for] higher inflation rates would not be consistent with [the mandate of below, but
close to 2% over the medium term] … and may pose a communication challenge and a
credibility risk”. Here I don’t think he respects the “medium term” aspect of the mandate
sufficiently, and he seems to suggest the target is asymmetric, which I would disagree with. (I
also disagree when he characterizes the resulting higher inflation as “a cost” because there is
no conceivable scenario that would send inflation so far above 2% that it would entail a risk of
a cost to growth.) His speech is here: What the future holds – Benefits and limitations of
forward guidance
In other words, the dance at the ECB around the upcoming review is already in full swing. All
in all, a fun day in Frankfurt.

2. My team’s collective thoughts on the outlook for the global economy
and markets in 2020 and 2021.
This past Thursday, we at UniCredit Research published our big annual outlook, covering
2020-21. It’s the product of a massive undertaking during many weeks involving all the
members of my macro and strategy teams. I hope you’ll take a good look at it (it’s here: The
UniCredit Macro & Markets 2020-21 Outlook: Late-cycle blues)
To whet your appetite, here’s a brief summary:
We expect the present global economic slowdown to continue for another year as the
weakness in manufacturing spreads to services and consumers, broadly following the normal
pattern for this late stage of the business cycle. We forecast a trough in global growth in the
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second half of 2020, followed by a gradual recovery in 2021 – although back towards a lower
trend-growth rate than in the past, primarily because of the rolling back of globalization.
We think the US will experience a mild recession during the second half of next year (timing is
always tricky, of course, but direction seems pretty clear to us), while European growth will
bottom out during the same period at low but positive growth rates, with the weakness
concentrated in some countries, including Germany, Italy and Russia. By the end of 2021, we
expect US GDP growth to be back towards 2%, eurozone growth towards 1.5% and the CEE
region at close to double that of Western Europe (all annualized rates).
This is not a particularly controversial outlook. On Friday, for example, the OECD also
concluded (in their Economic Outlook) that the global economy is fragile. They forecast global
GDP to grow by 2.9% this year and then “barely more in the next two years”. Like us, the
OECD highlights the prospect of the weakness in manufacturing spilling over to services and
consumption, and the “downward pressure on hiring intentions, household incomes and
spending”, partly due to the increasing savings, as I noted above.
We expect monetary policy across most of the world to ease as the downturn proceeds during
2020 (we expect the Fed to cut rates by a total of 100bp), although not the ECB, which will be
on hold until after the review is done late next year. Partly as a result, we expect EUR-USD to
move towards 1.16 by the end of 2020.
The risks seem higher than usual, and they are all man-made, unfortunately. Global trade
policies – starting and ending with Trump – is the single biggest source of uncertainty, and
this will continue to have a negative impact on sentiment and, hence, on investment. We
include in the report an important section on our four key judgements, which underpin the
central scenario (and alternative scenario analyses) namely that (i) trade tensions are here to
stay, (ii) the US will enter a mild recession late next year, (iii) there’ll be only moderate
impulses from monetary policy easing, and (iv) there’ll be very little help from fiscal policy.
Given this outlook, our Strategy team recommends a shift towards safer assets. As they write
in the Outlook, we think the 2020 asset performance will be a tug of war between monetary
stimulus and deteriorating growth prospects (the former cannot prevent the latter!), at a time
when most assets look rich compared TO fundamentals. We therefore expect potentially
sharp drawdowns for risky assets as a US recession approaches.
Timing the market reaction is difficult, of course – to say the least. However, given the high
level of valuations and the build-up of imbalances, we think the global equities correction
could be in the order of 20%. The trigger might come from negative news on the consumer
side, denting growth prospects, or might be related to sentiment potentially accompanying
political developments or policy decisions. In this case, tightening financial conditions would
themselves be a driver of the growth slowdown. A recovery in global growth in 2021 would lay
the foundation for a recovery in appetite for risky-assets following the bearish turn we foresee.
We see 10Y UST yields dropping as low as 1.50% by year-end, with long duration adding up
to over 5% total return over 2020. In the case of prior recession periods (from the 1950’s
onward), USTs have delivered returns of over 10% on average with peaks at over three times
such level, outperforming both cash, credit and equity exposure. However, the starting
government bond yield level is much lower this time, but we expect a solid performance,
especially in the current market environment.
Credit will benefit somewhat, but as one moves towards lower rated paper, the sensitivity to
the slowdown will increase while the support of the Fed will fade out. The US credit cycle
poses further risks, given the rising leverage, falling profits and rising default rates. Therefore
when it comes to USD denominated assets, we prefer the risk reward offered by duration over
credit exposure.
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Correlation will work its way into European assets, also exposing European equities to losses.
Domestic developments are not supportive of an equity bull story either. Slightly cheaper
valuations compared with US equities, relative earnings growth (European companies have
stabilized since Q2, although at low levels, while US companies have just started to decline)
as well as a higher equity premium (consequence of lower yields across Europe) remain
supportive factors for European equities, at least in relative terms.
ECB’s flows will continue to support the assets targeted by the asset purchase program.
However, we believe that Bunds are close to their fair value and long duration in EUR and will
deliver muted returns. Thanks to ECB’s flows and featuring the scarce attribute of a yield pickup, government bonds across periphery will offer better potential, in our view.
Similarly, we believe that European corporate credit will attract solid demand thanks to the
hunt for yield and its positive technical picture. Some caution is warranted, however.
European companies remain less vulnerable to credit concerns compared with their US peers
but spread dispersion will continue across the rating spectrum, with the lowest rated
segments more exposed to losses.
As always, I hope we have managed to explain our view of the most likely outlook for the next
couple of years, as well as the key risks facing us – and, in the process, that we have
managed to provoke you to think about something you hadn’t thought about before. The
entire UniCredit Research team stands ready to discuss any or all of it, if you have questions
or comments.

And on that note, I have now consumed two cups of wonderful coffee, the sun is shining and
Berlin is waiting for me….
Best
Erik
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